
Math Focus, Fun Focus.
The Ultimate Online Math Practice you'll love.

Array of Quality Math Content.1

2
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Downloadable study guides for each topic complemented by 

descriptive solutions and animated visual aids. All aimed to 

help your child build solid foundations in Numbers, 

Measures, Shapes and Space, Date Handling and Algebra.

Online Excercise that Adapts to Your Child.

We accelerate your child's learning pace in stronger areas, 

while encourage them to do more work in weaker topics. 

This personalized progression helps your child to advance 

independently and put study time into good use. 

Learning math is now more personalized then ever because 

we can track your child's stengths and weaknesses in 

different topics and choose the right materials for him/her.

Motivated Self-Learning.
PLANETii balances the fun element with exercises to makes 

math practice an enjoyable experience. Starting from our 

special characters and user friendly interface, we reward 

students with badges, certificates and web leaderboards.

35,000 math problems covering 91 topics all aligned with 

NTCM standards. 
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91 Math Topics from 
Grade 1 to Grade 6 
Curriculum. 

5 Dimensions in math.

Numbers
Measures
Shapes and Space
Data Handling
Algebra 

P R A C T I C E
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Practice wisely. 

Practice for Exams! 

Practice all you need.

Our wealth of critical thinking and 
higher level questions help improve 
your child’s skills in different areas: 
numerical, word problem, logical 
reasoning, and concept application.

Pick the relevant topics and practice what 

your child has learnt from math class 

everyday. 15 to 30 minutes a day is all 

you need.

Our computer system keeps track of your child’s strengths and weaknesses in each of the math topics. It also encourages them to work on areas where they need improvement.
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CHILD PARENT

program features
Introducing SmartMath Practice: The world’s most advanced math practice system.

A little practice everyday goes a long way in 
mathematics. We make it easy and enjoyable for 
your child.

    MathWorld Core
    Library of quality math practice questions
 

    Explore It!
    Explore math concepts with our interactive manipulatives 
 

    My Badges
    Track your achievements by topic and print certificates
 

    My Points & Leaderboard 
    Monthly leaderboards to encourage self-learning

Stay informed about your child's progress at the 
convenience of a click. The more you know, the more 
you stay involved.

    Calendar View
    Detailed account of your child’s login information
 

    Report Card
    View how your child is doing on each subject 
 

    Curriculum View
    Track your child’s progress according to our curriculum
 

    Worldwide Compare!
    Compare your child’s progress with other users 
 

    Send Messages
    Send your child words of encouragement and feedback on their progress 


